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the mormon experience

Pineries
in the wisconsin pineries
1841 1845
dennis rowley

genesis and rapid growth of nauvoo illinois between
1839 and 1846 is a vital and intriguing part of early mormon history
when joseph smith first visited the future site of nauvoo in the
spring of 1839 he saw only a few poorly built log cabins and shanties
and only one stone house by the time of the exodus west seven
years later nauvoo was a city with an estimated population of about
12000 people 2 they had built or were building over 2500 homes
many business establishments such as stores and mills and numerous church and public buildings 3 the latter included the magnificent nauvoo temple a hotel an armory and a masonic hall such
rapid growth required enormous amounts of labor and building
materials the steady influx of immigrant converts filled the need for
labor in 1841 it was reported that a small cottage could be built in
four to six weeks 1 4I and four years later two hundred builders were
working on the temple requiring six hundred support workers to
supply them with lumber and stone 5
the need for materials particularly lumber was not as easily
met lead was readily available in nearby galena and nails paint
glass bricks and hardware could be purchased in st louis and
chicago lumber products could also be purchased but they were
scarce and expensive 6 because nauvoo was situated on the western
which did not furnish
edge of the treeless prairies of illinois
buildings and because the limited
the wood
needed for
which had been there had virtually disappeared
stands of timber
before 1840 7 the early settlers of nauvoo had to make do with
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scarce locally harvested timber or to purchase eastern lumber the
first cabins and shanties in nauvoo were built almost entirely of logs
and poles and as late as june 1840 only a small segment of the 250
houses were of frame construction 8 demand for lumber continued
to outstrip local supply and the latter day saints and others continued to purchase eastern lumber until the broader opening of the
wisconsin pine forests in the early 1840s
lumber supplies were also inadequate in some parts of
southern wisconsin for example in 1836 settlers in belmont who
needed lumber for the construction of the territorial capitol had to
transport it from a tributary of the allegheny river in pennsylvania
down the ohio and up the mississippi to galena and from there
by ox team 9 this action was necessary
nec essaiy because logging in
wisconsin in the 1830s
1850s and earlier was a local small scale enterprise pursued with inadequate equipment and mostly inexperienced labor the small amounts of timber sold at various points
down the mississippi were harvested by enterprising fur traders and
farmers in need of an extra cash crop these nascent lumbermen
were able to move their harvest with relative ease because of their
tributaries
ries those
proximity to several large rivers with abundant tributa
tributa ries of the upper mississippi once the logs
rivers in turn were tributaries
were afloat they found a ready market in such riverfront settlements
as prairie du chien and fort madison where the need for lumber
was constant and increasing some early lumbermen originated
from such settlements joseph rolette a french trader living in
prairie du chien was such a man in 1818 he established a mill at
the falls of the black river in order to acquire lumber for construction
in the settlement all of the earliest mills on the wisconsin and the
black rivers like Ro
lettes were established for the express purpose
kolettes
rolettes
of supplying fort crawford prairie du chien and fort madison with
lumber not until 1853
1855 however was the annual output of wisconsin pine sufficient to eliminate the need for eastern grown lumber
in the mississippi valley 10
As a result of the decision to build the temple and the nauvoo
house simultaneously the need for lumber in nauvoo increased
markedly early in 1841 because of the large amounts of lumber
required for these and other public buildings the relative lack of
currency in nauvoos
Nau voos barter economy with which to purchase eastern
lumber the prospects of financing part of the cost of both structures
through the sale of surplus lumber in nauvoo to individuals for
personal use the ready supply of excess labor from newly arrived
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immigrants some with logging and milling skills and the reports
of wisconsin lumber available virtually for the taking in the relative
wilderness of the pin
pineries
eries the church decided to establish sawmills
there and harvest the lumber directly
church leaders believed mills could be established at virtually
no cost other than for mill equipment they formed a committee to
handle the fundraising and the construction of the temple and
another committee for the hotel lyman wight a convert from ohio
and george miller a convert from illinois were principal members
of both the temple committee and the nauvoo house association
appointed to serve with them were alpheus cutler and peter haws
the costs of the pinery enterprise were to be shared equally by
the two committees which were entitled to equal shares of the

harvested lumber
for four winters commencing in the fall of 1841 and ending in
the spring of 1845 the latter day saints worked the pineries
pin eries
harvesting an estimated one and a half million board feet of milled
lumber over two hundred thousand shingles and an undeterminable number of loose logs hewed timbers and bam
barn boards 12 this
was enough lumber to build about 215 three bedroom houses of our
day 13 the harvest from the pin
eries was floated to nauvoo on at least
pineries
a dozen rafts beginning in the spring of 1842
to accomplish these feats the committees operated four
different mills and maintained about six logging camps to supply the
mills their first mill was at the confluence of the black river and
roaring creek about twelve miles south of the falls several camps
supplied it they operated three mills at the falls two they purchased
from jacob spaulding and one they constructed on a foundation
begun by another party four known camps supplied these mills
Neils
ofneilsville
nelis ville and one was southwest
nells
three were near the present city of
neilsville
Cleans falls about ten
mccleans
mccleane
of greenwood A fourth may have been at Mc
miles north of the three mills but the present name and exact
location are unknown 14 all of the lumber harvested for nauvoo was
logged within approximately a forty mile section of the black river
stretching from the roaring creek confluence twelve miles south of
the black river falls to a spot two miles southwest of greenwood
approximately thirty miles north of the falls the four main camps
that supplied the bulk of the logs to the three mills during the two
most successful seasons of 1843 and 1844 were located within a
fifteen mile stretch of river beginning about ten to twelve miles
above the falls
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the two key figures in both the initial involvement of the saints
pin eries and their subsequent success as lumbermen were
in the pineries
jacob spaulding and george miller both of adams county illinois
Spaul
spauldings
dings role as the principal founding father of black river falls
wisconsin has long been known the details of his early involvement
there as carpenter millwright promoter entrepreneur and wheeler
dealer make him an interesting contributor to early wisconsin history
mormon history
however millers contribution to both wisconsin and monnon
has not been fully appreciated especially his role as a prime moving
force behind the success of the pinery experiment
the foundation for the first meeting of the two men establishing the nature of the initial mormon experience in the wisconsin
eries was laid in 1837 in hancock and adams counties illinois
pineries
pin
a full year before miller then a prosperous farmer in adams county
converted to mormonism nearly a year before joseph smiths final
departure from kirtland ohio and two years and two months
before he first set eyes upon the future site of nauvoo in february
andyjohn
and john D mellon business partners in warsaw
1837
1857 daniel S witter andjohn
hancock county illinois contracted with spaulding to build a combination flour and sawmill and to place it into successful operation
in warsaw if the mill failed to work spaulding was to repair it until
it did or pay the damages on september 111838
1838 spaulding finished
work on the mill however witter and mellon filed suit in hancock
county circuit court in carthage 15 spaulding was arrested and
judged to be in breach of contract since the mill apparently had
failed to function by reason of his want of skill witter and mellon
felt that spaulding had been neither consistently industrious nor
attentive to his duties they claimed 4000 damages in lost
customers and added expense when spaulding agreed to repair the
mill by march 1839 yet failed to perform to witters satisfaction a
second time 16 he was found liable by a jury in october 1840 and
ordered to pay 2500 damages plus court costs and interest when
the adams county sheriff attempted to collect the fine however he
was unable to find spaulding or any of his property to attach
apparently undaunted by his experience with daniel witter
spaulding formed a partnership with andrew and robert S wood
of adams county illinois in july 1839 17 they agreed to establish a
sawmill at the falls of the black river in wisconsin with the woods
putting up 500 each to buy mill irons and provisions and spaulding
contributing labor worth 500 to build the mill at the rate of 5 a day
each was to own a one third interest in the mill and once it was
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operational spaulding was to receive 75 a month to manage and
run it by january 1840 spaulding had built only a house and had
returned to illinois in his absence men hired independently by the
woods built a sawmill but had little success with it later giving the
cause as Spaul
spauldings
dings negligence bad management and ill treatment
of the men in the spring the woods hired a new millwright and men
and built a second smaller mill near the first one because of
dissatisfaction with spaulding they dissolved and disavowed the
partnership spaulding brought suit in prairie du chien and charged
that on june 22 they had forcibly ejected him from the larger mill
taking possession of the premises and all the books spaulding was
reinstated by judge jarnes
james H lockwood
with this litigation began nearly twenty years of suits and
counter
suits in which spaulding and the woods contended for the
countersuits
ownership of the mills 18 ultimately spaulding won and became one
of the revered founding fathers of black river falls but not without
successes and failures and fits and starts on both sides in the winter
41 for example both the woods and spaulding operated
of 1840 11
their mills and floated a raft of lumber downriver
down river to prairie du chien
only to have the sheriff attach both rafts to satisfy suits filed by the
spauldings
dings numerous creditors 19
opposite party and by some of Spaul
such legal embroilment seems to have been characteristic of the way
to have been a man of entermohave
spaulding did business he appears tohave
prise but generally without money as were so many other pioneer
lumbermen in wisconsin in the 1830s 20 he borrowed freely paid
back slowly and used promissory notes as currency 21 from 1839 to
1850 he was involved in over thirty lawsuits in prairie du chien most
of the time as the defendant he was sued by his employees his
partners his competitors his suppliers and even his attorney in
Spaul dings defense however it must be noted that his modus
spauldings
operandi was not substantially different from that of most other
operand
pioneer lumbermen their employees the individual loggers were
willing to work for food clothing and tools with the understanding
their wages would be paid along with the operating debts when the
rafts were sold in the spring given the conflicts with indians and
other lumbermen over timber claims the ever present risk of a dry
year making it impossible to market the lumber the inefficiency and
breakage rate of poorly constructed early mills the dangers of the
actual river run with the raft and buyers who did not always pay
it is a wonder any of the early lumbermen survived to enjoy more
prosperous times 22
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the woods spaulding mills of 1840 were not the first built on
the black river joseph rolette a french trader of prairie du chien
built the first mill on the black in 1818 and he andjames
and james lockwood
constructed a second in 1822 colonel john shaw also built a mill
in 1819 23 all three were located at the falls and were burned within
a year by indians who had not yet ceded away their timber land by
treaty as they did later in 1834 and 1838 between august 1839 when
spaulding first arrived on the river and the spring of 1845 when the
saints left the black at least eleven mills were built by various
people at all of the sites available below and above the falls 24 the
black was a popular stream very
vely early because it was shorter and
straighter than its southern neighbor the wisconsin because its
mouth was eighty miles further north the distance to the best pine
country was significantly less the black also had fewer rapids and
falls making it a safer and easier stream for rafting 25 in retrospect
given the extreme difficulty of logging on the chippewa and
the wisconsin and the greater distance to the chippewa and the
st croix the black was the near perfect location for the latter day
saints to obtain lumber in a timely and efficient manner given their
experience and background
beginning with a small work party of thirty two in september
1841 26 the latter day saint crews working the mills and camps ranged
from one hundred to possibly as high as two hundred during each
of the two seasons of 1843 and 1844 27 for the first group that went
upriver in 1841 provisions and equipment were issued in nauvoo
the two committees paid the bills and peter haws kept the books
eries hawss
pineries
both in nauvoo and in the pin
haass ledgers simple day
books with summary accounts largely missing read like the
accounts of a company store 28 workers drew provisions supplies
equipment and occasionally cash as needed all of which were
charged against their account at the end of the season or whenever
workers left the pineries
pin eries they were usually paid in tithing credit
temple credit and nauvoo house stock certificates on rare
occasions a worker was paid in cash
three types of workers were employed in the pineries
semipermanent settlers those who stayed more than one season
such as george miller and alien
ailen stout seasonal workers and
allen
single grippers
trippers joseph holbrook was one of the latter on may 25
1843 he left nauvoo with george miller for the black river to help
bring down lumber the day he arrived he started down the black
with henry W miller on a raft on the lake near lacrosse they met
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elijah cunningham bringing a boatload of provisions upstream
holbrook took an empty keel boat attached to the raft and
transferred to cunninghams
cunninghamd
Cunning hams party to help them he returned to
nauvoo on a raft with george miller on july 8 29 hiram W mikesell
and his wife were examples of seasonal workers they were
employed in the pineries
pin eries from october 25 1842 to july 8 1843
meaning that they probably returned to nauvoo on the same raft as
joseph holbrook at the end of the season they owed 4484
44.84
4484
for goods drawn from the committee store they settled their bill
on march 26 1844 and the balance due them was credited to
205.16
20516 and to his wifes
hirama tithing in the amount of 20516
hirams
cifes in the
62.50
6250 among the supplies they used during the eight
amount of 6250
months were three shirts one and a quarter buckskins sixty yards
of fabric including calico cotton flannel and lindsey two pairs of
sins one cap one
boots six pairs of shoes two pairs of mocas
mocassins
almanac and one dollar cash 30 all of the workers drew clothing in
similar amounts in addition many of the men were issued lead
powder and axes
by the time the first group from nauvoo arrived on the river in
september 1841 much had been accomplished that would contribute to the success of their four year experience in the pineries
pin eries As
a whole the saints could draw upon their considerable logging and
milling experience in new england and ohio 31 individual members
of the expedition were highly skilled alpheus cutler and george
miller for example were accomplished carpenters miller having
worked on the construction of the university of virginia as a young
man henry W miller had owned a mill in adams county illinois 32
the saints also had some familiarity with wisconsin prior to his
conversion to mormonism in kirtland for example newel K
whitney had worked as a trader in green bay with the resident
trader daniel whitney relationship unknown who dealt in furs
and ran a sawmill 33 what they did not know from firsthand
experience could be read in the newspapers of the region34
region344 or could
be learned at least sketchily by word of mouth from other settlers
in the area who had been to wisconsin
two such men were horatio curts and george crane who
lived about twenty miles from nauvoo in warren county illinois
on august 11 1840 they struck an agreement with jonathan and
hudson nichols of black river wisconsin territory to erect
operate and improve a mill on the black at the mouth of roaring
creek each of the two parties was to put up 100 and to share
0O
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31
further expenses and profits on a fifty fifty basis 35
their site was one
eries below the falls and their mill
of the best in the lower pin
pineries
though in poor condition was a general success still operating in
1845 in november 1841 nathan myrick the trader at lacrosse who
was then on his maiden voyage to establish his trading post met and
shared a boat with a mr kurtz a mormon from nauvoo going
upriver with supplies 36 there is no other evidence that curts was a
mormon and given myricks advanced age when he wrote his
curtas being a
reminiscences and the absence of any reference to curtss
mormon in myricks account books and other records kept at the
time it is possible that he confused curts with members of later
groups or assumed curts was a mormon because he lived near
nauvoo and was most likely selling lumber there 37
both the nauvoo house association and the temple committee became officially involved in the pineries
pin eries sometime during the
late spring or early summer of 1841 when the decision was made to
buy the crane curts mill 38 on september 9 1841 alpheus cutler
reynolds cahoon elias higbee george miller lyman wight and
peter haws signed three promissory notes promising to pay 1400
by april 14 1843 in three equal installments plus interest to john
curts and michael crane who apparently had inherited the half
interest in the mill belonging to horatio and george in exchange
for part interest in the roaring creek mill which was only twelve
miles below black river falls 39 the saints along with jonathan
nichols worked the mill during the 1841 42 season with limited
success they established several logging camps with shanties five
miles above40
above 40 with above meaning either up the creek or up the
river or both and apparently scouted both spauldings
Spaul dings and woods
Cleans falls they cut and
mills and a mill site above them at Mc
mccleans
mccleane
milled enough timber to send down a small raft at the close of
navigation in 1841 and a larger one in october 1842 41 but they
ended the season 3000 in debt 42
they failed to pay the amount due on the promissory notes in
april 1843 as scheduled paying a total of only 280 in 1842 As a
result curts and crane brought suit in prairie du chien on may 11
1844 petitioning for the return of the mill judge charles dunn so
ordered but by that time as we shall see the saints had traded their
interest to jacob spaulding and had been logging above the falls in
the upper pineries
pin eries for two winters they were within a year of
departing from the pineries
pin eries and for some of them from wisconsin
for good the experience with the roaring creek mill left the saints
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much wiser about the realities of lumbering on the black they had
learned that the best and most efficiently harvested pine was above
the falls that the roaring creek mill was in poor condition and of
course they were entitled to only half the mill time or if they logged
together with nichols half the production and that better mill sites
were available farther upstream
while the group at the roaring creek mill had made but little
lumber43
or no lumber13
lumber4313 during 1841 and 1842 another year had passed and
with it the need for lumber in nauvoo had increased in addition
their debt had to be paid because of his leadership abilities and his
business expertise george miller was assigned to go to the pineries
pin eries
and personally oversee the operation of the mill and logging camps
accordingly on august 61842 daniel S witter gave george miller
power of attorney to collect the 2912 due him from jacob
spaulding as a result of the 1840 court case in warsaw illinois 44
detailed sources do not exist but apparently miller and witter had
known one another earlier in adams county and perhaps
Spaul dings reputation was also known to miller so when the
spauldings
came in from the roaring creek mill it was
discouraging report carne
reasonable to look for a way to strike a better deal with spaulding
claim and with the power of attorney
in any case armed with this clairn
miller organized and outfitted a large group of workers for the
pineries
pin eries apparently the plan was to proceed to the roaring creek
mill and then move provisions and equipment to black river falls
where they would present their claim to spaulding and strike a deal
for his mill or establish a new mill while at the same time retaining
possession and legal control of half interest in the roaring creek
mill as a backup while the expedition was being outfitted miller
proceeded upriver on a steamer in advance of the company he
stopped at prairie du chien to confirm his claim on spaulding in the
october term of the circuit court after reaching an agreement with
spaulding for the sale or trade of his mills miller settled in to await
the arrival of the main group from nauvoo who were coming up
the mississippi under the leadership of henry W miller two weeks
later the company had not arrived so miller left his wife in prairie
du chien and caught a ride downriver
down river on a large lumber raft from
the st croix mills 45
after meeting the company at fulton illinois on the mississippi river george miller took from november 2 until december 5
to move them and most of the gear and provisions from fulton to
the mill at roaring creek they proceeded first by keelboat and later
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by foot and sled when the river froze not until december 12 was
the balance of the provisions moved to the mill the move was a
bitterly cold experience with two feet of snow to walk through most
of the way miller made two round trips on foot and despite the
hardships was so deeply impressed by the beauty of the country that
he wrote in his diary
monday november 21 we started early in many places where the
snow had drifted it was almost too much for our strength to breast sic
our way through it we crossed this day a range of mountains or rather
knobs from which when the snow which was occasionally falling
would pen
nit we could see the course of the black river meandering
permit
its way through the hills we fell on a beautiful valley of prairie and
dwarf timber interspersed with occasional quaking asp groves
towering high having conical tops and white trunks imparting to the
beautiful scenery which surrounded us that imposing grandeur so
peculiarly calculated to captivate and lead the mind of the beholder to
the author of our existence and great architect of the universe we
made our way down this valley near the margin of a beautiful clear
running brook until we reached
readied a spot near its junction with a larger
tributaries
stream which stream with its numerous tributa
ries which we could
behold from the hills presented one of the most beautiful prospects
1I everbeheld
etwas
ever beheld itwas
weil
weli
well suited in all respects
rywell
it was the prospect of a countrywell
count
country
for the various pursuits of the husbandman and also of the manufacturer combining as it did much waterpower such as will not freeze
we took up camp on the bank of the former brook in a thick wood 4616

on december 19

miller and eight other men journeyed upriver
from roaring creek to black river falls to make a bargain with
1217
1117
47
mr spaulding for half of his mills as before agreed upon 1147
after
some hesitation on spauldings
Spaul dings part and the necessity of showing
him as miller put it that they would not be trifled with by making
Mc Cleans falls if spaulding failed
plain their intent to build a mill at mccleans
mccleane
to sell the bargain was struck on december 22 for sole ownership
of both mills seven days later they had moved some families to the
falls and were repairing and building shanties to house them on
1842 they began preparing logs for the mills the next
december 31
311842
day they started the new year by formally taking possession of the
mills and the premises twelve days later they sent men and teams
to move spaulding to their old site having sold or traded their half
interest in the roaring creek mill to him 48
such a rapid and relatively smooth transfer of ownership raises
the question of why spaulding who apparently battled so fiercely
with the woods for possession of the mills so readily sold out to the
mormons
cormons and seemingly allowed himself to be outmaneuvered
out
maneuvered
481
411
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actually he did not own the black river falls mills outright so he
could not legally convey a clear title since may 1841 by order of
the circuit court the wood brothers had held a lien against the mills
spaulding was to pay off the lien at the rate of 40000 feet of lumber
every may first 49 he had made the first payment and was due to pay
the second one four months after miller and the others took
possession spaulding also gained because as a part of the sale
miller signed a statement that he had received full satisfaction for the
mormons agreed to pay spaulding 20000 in
witter debt and the cormons
addition 50 payable in lumber which he could use to pay off his debt
to the wood brothers spaulding also got rid of two poorly built
poorly functioning mills which had apparently never paid the
expense of operating them he lacked the saints
sense of mission
saintssense
and had he refused to sell he would have had to face the additional
difficulty of upstream competition from these intense purposeful
people moreover he received their interest in the roaring creek
mill almost in exchange so he was still in business this mill was
mormons did not own their share
also under a cloud because the cormons
outright owing crane and curts a balance of 1118 plus interest to
remove their lien given such conditions it is not surprising that
apparently neither party to these two transactions registered the sale
and exchange in prairie du chien and finally given his experience
spaulding was probably more aware of the legal status of the land
mormons
Mor mons who believed the indians
in the pineries
pin eries than were the cormons
when they said the timber still belonged to them 51
on balance it would appear that spaulding was not outmaneuvered and that he may have succeeded in trifling with the
saints after all they obtained the lumber needed in nauvoo but as
with all other lumber harvested in large amounts at that time it was
acquired under questionable legal circumstances the land in the
surveyed and offered for sale hence it was
pineries
pin eries had not been surveyedand
illegal to cut and mill large amounts of timber unless under the 1820
preemption law one intended to settle permanently on the land 52
mormons by at least the fall of 1843 and spaulding had
both the cormons
such intentions 53 but they undoubtedly cut lumber on more acreage
suchintentions
than was legal under the law in this infraction they were no different
in their attitude and actions than most other americans of the time
who believed they had a right to timber on public land robert fries
wrote no westerner regarded trespass as a serious crime to take
trees from the public domain was no more immoral than it was to
float a canoe on a public river agricultural settlers and lumbermen
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of undoubted integrity had no scruples whatever about visiting
uncle sam to get some wood 5451
the first concern of the latter day saints after arriving at black
river falls was to sustain life of both man and beast oxen and
horses were vital to successful lumbering they were used to drag
logs to the streams on which the logs could be floated to the mills
it was imperative that the animals be properly fed and sheltered
especially in the winter months the saints had no oats but hay was
plentiful in meadows to the north and south although it had to be
cut and hauled placing additional strain on the stock if frequent
trips were to be avoided the hay had to be stock
stockpiled
piled in stacks A
stockpiler
crude barn was available which the men repaired and expanded to
protect the stock from the freezing temperatures the winters of
1842 43 and 1843 44 were severe and three oxen died from
exposure the first winter 55
the people also required substantial amounts of nourishing
food in order to live and work in such severe conditions because
they were a great distance from their main source of supply and the
winter snows were heavy according to miller they had to draw on
sleds and carry by back loads the principal supplies for men and
16
animals 56
this need increased the value of the animals without
which it would have been impossible to transport sufficient provisions and equipment to sustain the operation even with the help of
the stock the saints were barely able to sustain life through the
winter miller wrote that it was all we could do to keep our families
and cattle from perishing for want of food 57 when the saints could
get through the snow they could purchase some supplies in
lacrosse from trader nathan myrick in exchange for lumber but
even with myricks help they experienced difficult times 5818 elmira
pond miller wife of hemy
henry W miller who was there through the
winter of 1842 43 with her five children remembered those times
1157
1257

before spring opened our provisions gave out and we had only
potatoes and salt for several weeks it would have been a great trial
to me to hear my children cry for bread and have none to give them
but I1 was spared that for the lord overruled
over ruled their minds insomuch that
when told we had no bread and no flour to make any they did not even
ask for it the baby was only fourteen months old but when the flour
came he could not wait for it to be baked but wanted a piece of dough
one of our daughters never ate a potato before in her life and when
she came to the table she would look so sorrowful but never uttered
a word of complaint 59
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carpenter remembered similar experi1844 our
ences from the 1843 44 season about the last of mar 18441
provisions gave out so as to leave us quite hungry some ate an ox
after he had been dead three weeks and 1I cut of sic a piece and
salted it and set it away but it stank so that it made me sick and just
as I1 was done fixing my stinking meat two sled loads of flour hove
in sight so I1 did not eat any of that old carcas sid60
sic 60
the common fare and mainstays in their diet were salt pork
flour and potatoes they augmented that diet with game and fish
whenever possible and with fruits nuts berries and maple syrup in
season life improved after the first season when those who stayed
planted gardens they bowed
sowed winter wheat in 1843 and harvested
500 bushels the next summer
if miller and that first crew were going to survive and be able
to work shelter and adequate clothing were as essential as food
several crude shanties constructed of logs mud and rocks were
standing when they arrived these they immediately and steadily
improved adding lumber floors and partitions they also built
additional shanties and cabins some of them two stories with
relatively large amounts of milled lumber used in their construction
alien
allen stouts main job was building houses
by the 1843 44 season ailen
for the company to winter in 61 some clothing was issued before the
group left nauvoo but some of the men were not prepared to work
in the snow and cold along with his frequent diary entries about the
subhero
subzero temperatures miller makes frequent reference to the need
for shoes beginning on december 6 1842 and for many nights
thereafter miller was up all night making shoes for the men
presumably using some of the hide from those oxen that had died
by the end of the first season at the falls he had constructed a shoe
factory next to his living quarters he worked regularly to keep the
men supplied with footgear and also did some sewing a common
lumberjacks of that time and later the women
practice among lumberjacks
joined him in sewing mending and washing
pin eries settlement was an early example
in some aspects the pineries
of mormon communal living provisions and equipment were issued
in nauvoo with peter haws keeping the books after arrival in the
pineries
pin eries haws continued to run a type of company store from
which the members of the company could draw as needed 62 alien
ailen
allen
stout described the communal aspects in a letter to his brother hosea
on september 13 1843
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we hav gon in to the whole law of god on black river that is every man
schedule of his property to the bishop and we have all things
has given a scedule
common according to the law in the book of covenants every man has
his own goods to do what lie pleases with the thing is we are all on
an equality eve man fars alike labours
laboure alike eats drinks wares alike but
lle
lie
ile has he has to himself
at the same time he lives to himself and what he
perticular
perti
con troll 1I have bin thus particular
and at his own controll
contrell
cular because of the many
falce reports gon out

hosea when you transcribe the above give my respects to our
co nexion in general and make out a full letter with such teachings as
will be beneficial and sign my name to it time and paper fails see
brother hawley for further information send me some sage if you can
and garden seeds 63

practically as soon as the first group from nauvoo arrived at the
falls and even concurrent with efforts to sustain life men were put
to work cutting trees hauling logs and repairing the mills the
condition of the buildings and equipment at the falls supported the
Spaul dings ability as a millwright held by witter and
opinion of spauldings
mellon in 1838 excerpts from millers diary tell a story
stoly of hard work
and hardship
jan 3 1843 this morning the mercury is at 22 degrees below
zero all of us were engaged as before the pitman of our saw mill
broke today

proposed to make a move to get all the logs that
we could with part of the hands to stock the mills and four or five of
us set to work and put the two mills that have been sawing in thorough
repair they having been so badly constructed in the application
of water that they had never paid the expense of running them we
also proposed to complete the third mill which was already in a
state of forwardness but brother henry miller opposed me so arbipaskit and 1I began to get
trarily that 1I gave way nevertheless brother pawkit
timber to complete the mill partly erected the others were engaged
as yesterday except one man who started on a new pitman for the
mill weather moderating

jan

4 1843
1843.11
18431

jan

5 1843

this day we were severally engaged as yesterday

two men however worked on the pitman and got it in but the mill
would scarcely saw at all we had mr avery commence work with us
monsees
today brother Abra
hanl monseer
hani
abrahani
abraham
monseerand
and myself are engaged of evening
ablahani
erand
Monse
tailoring and shoemaking

jan 61843 we were engaged as before except four of us who
are at work in putting all three mills in thorough repair we also keep
one man sawing

jan

21 1843

we all worked on the tail race which had become

filled with stones falling in by the abrasion of the water and also put
the flutter wheel of our new mill into its place
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jan 231843 yesterday the head gate gave way letting the water
in on the works of our new mill the river having risen over two feet
we fixed in a temporary head gate and partially repaired the waterout of repair we put one team and
gate which was badly made and outof
butof
sled to hauling logs and started the small mill to sawing this has been
frozen up ever since we bought the mills we find it a poor concern
but will however run it until we get time to overhaul it two hands
are engaged in piling lumber and working on the railroad 64
1843 part of the men began repairing the dam of the small
1843
feb 2221845

mill which was erected over a brook and was so injured by the winter
nec essaiy to make many repairs on it before letting
frost that it became necessary
the water in from the river which we are nearly ready to do it being
61
necessary to keep up a head the brook not being sufficient 65

mills were mostly opened sided shanties with a
1 circular
long up and down saw blade called a gate or mulay saw 66

these early

I

saws which had ten percent more output did not come into general
67
the
1850s
until
use in wisconsin
the wheel rotated by the moving
water turned an offset shaft much like those which cause merry
go round horses to rise and fall which alternately lifted and
dropped the long half inch thick saw blade the blade held straight
and rigid in a ponderous and heavy frame cut only on the
downstroke nonetheless such a mill had a capacity of 4000 to
5000 feet of lumber a day since the saints had four saws going at
one time they were capable despite the primitive conditions and
their relative inexperience of turning out large amounts of lumber
in a short time their daily output in the spring of 1843 was over
00 feet 68 they supplied the mills by working four known
12000
120
neilsville and one
logging camps three near the present city of Neilsville
southwest of greenwood because they were among the earliest
they could easily fill their needs by cutting only
loggers on the river theycould
the largest and choicest pines growing closest to the streams some
of which were large enough to produce from four to five thousand
board feet of lumber compare this size to that of trees harvested
thirty years later when three hundred board feet was considered
average 69 they were proud of their productivity when george
1843 with a raft of 157000 feet
miller arrived in nauvoo on july 18
181843
of lumber and 13000 feet in shingles willard richards reported the
event in a letter to brigham young
158

he says it was all sawed in two weeks and brought down in two more
ile has bought all the claims on those mills for 12000 payable
lle
says lie
he
in lumber at the mills in three years one third already paid for two
saws did this job chance for as many mills as they may have a mind
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to build and every saw can run five thousand feet per day year round
two saws now running can deliver 157000 every fortnight 70
e

such success was not without its price in frustration mishap
on january 241843 miller recorded some typical
injury and death onjanuary
difficulties in his diary
paskit came down fifrom
brother pawkit
om Mc Cleans falls having injured
a cross
cut saw by falling a tree on it he came down to have it repaired
crosscut
he informed us that the team at Mc Cleans falls had run out of hay
and that the ice on the river where it has not broken up is not sufficient
to bear the oxen they being on the opposite side from and 10 miles
above our house and that there was no road by which we might haul
hay to them at the falls we shall therefore have to bring them down
and swim them across at the falls to the side of the hay until we can
do better 71

later that spring while driving logs in preparation for rafting on the
creek that would ever after bear his name elder elijah cunningham
got in a whirl in the river and was seen no more 722 such a drowning
was typical of the dangers encountered by early loggers even the
most skillful riverman fell from his perch occasionally and if he was
caught under a mass of logs or in a whirlpool his comrades were
helpless to save him he drowned before their very eyes 73
in addition to such tragedies and in spite of success the pinery
Nau voos rapid growth at the end of the
saints were frustrated by nauvoos
second season they were not keeping up with the demand for
lumber on april 27 1843 miller wrote to newel K whitney that a
mr thomas weston had 55000 feet of lumber that they could
purchase for 12 per thousand 7471 later in the summer of 1843 and
the spring of 1844 the company had produced so much lumber
there seemed to be a temporary surplus their frustrations took on
a different note when they learned that the lumber they had sacrificed to produce as virtual building missionaries for the temple and
the nauvoo house was being used to build houses in nauvoo
despite their own use of lumber to build houses in the pineries
pin eries they
perceived the private use of the lumber in nauvoo as misuse in the
spring of 1844 they expressed their dissatisfaction in person and in
several letters to the leading authorities of the church 75
the hard work of the pineries was not limited to logging and
milling once harvested the lumber had to be transported to
nauvoo transport was accomplished by constructing large rafts
made entirely of milled lumber or timber or in some cases of logs
and floating the rafts down the black and mississippi to nauvoo
ta
t4

1173
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although rafting had been a common practice in new england for
years it was a relatively new experience for the latter day saints and
for most wisconsin gumbei
lumbei men according to robert fries several
lumbermen
methods of constructing log rafts were devised in the early days a
raft that was to travel only a short distance was held together by a
rope fastened with half hitches to plugs driven into holes in the logs
if the trip was a longer one the raft was locked together by poles
laid across its width and wedged into holes in the logs 76
steering oars or rudders were fastened to both ends of the raft
enabling the crew to maneuver it in the current to steer the raft one
direction or the other the operator dipped the oar by swinging it
over his head and then as he walked in a short arc surged upon
it at every step until the stroke was completed the raft was brought
to a stop by means of a heavy rope one end of which was secured to
a tree on the riverbank with the aid of a snubbing device set up on
oh
the deck the rope was gradually paid out at diminishing speed until
the raft had been carried to the shore 77
temporary lumber shanties were built on board the rafts to
shelter the crew from the weather there was also a cook shack the
larger rafts usually several hundred feet in length a hundred or
more feet in width and an acre or more in area were not easy to
get downstream and were potentially hazardous to those on the raft
and the shore alike not to mention other river travelers in small
crafts such as skiffs and keelboats
keel boats every rapids every dam every
the raft
pier and boom below a mill was a potential danger to
on the way to market 78 depending on the weather conditions the
trip to nauvoo took a week or two with stops at night to snub the
raft to a tree or two even though lyman wight described the black
as rapid and unnavigable in an 1844 letter to joseph smith there
is no record of any loss of life lumber or rafts by the the saints while
engaged in rafting 79
once the mills were running smoothly and lifes necessities
were provided the pinery saints directed their attention to the
permanence of their settlement and the finer things of life from the
first sunday of their arrival in the pin
eries they began holding
pineries
church services and fast days inviting the indians and other loggers
to attend and doing missionary work whenever possible creature
comforts were also important upon arrival at the roaring creek mill
in december 1842 henry
henly W miller who had a wife and five
children to worry about immediately went to work constructing
bedsteads 80 after a good season while he was returning to the
1176

1177

1178
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pineries
pin eries the following july george miller traded sixty two dollars
worth of pine lumber to mr H mcneal of prairie de chien for a lot
of feathers to make beds for our lumbermen 81 by the fall of 1843
joseph smith had decided to make the mills a permanent establishment accordingly miller procured a herd of cattle including oxen
milk cows and calves and drove them up the river from nauvoo
the following spring lyman wight sent a man to nauvoo to get a
herd of sheep 82 partly as a result of the new spirit of permanence
pin eries began living more normal fuller lives
people at the pineries
including getting married and having children one pair of honeycom44com
mooners
moo ners alien
ailen and elizabeth stout were in the 1843 44
allen
pany 83 and three of lyman wights children a son and two
daughters were married in a triple wedding on february 6 1844
one of the daughters marrying george millers son 8481 the following
ailen stout to his brother hosea in nauvoo on
allen
letter written by alien
september 10 1843 is reproduced here in full because it gives
remarkable insight into the full breadth of the pinery experience
including social life it is a common mans uncommon view of a
distant time and place
tory black river
Teri
territory
wisconsin teritory

sept

10 1843

dear brothers sisters and friends
we are all well and in the best country between the alegany
alegand and
Rocke
rockemountains
mountains or atlantic and pacific oceans this country is
extreamly varied with rich and poor land some sandy planes with all
most no vegetation some covered with pine popler huckel and
ac some high mountains with immence
kimmence
cr ambury oak dogwood &c
ofstonne
quantities of
stonne scrub pine hemlock seeder and some rich planes
ac
as any in handcock or adams counties with scatterer
scatteren pine oak &c
scatteren
some bottom land with immense quantities of large pine hard mapel
go
white and black walnut cherry oak elm ash goosbury
osbury plums choak
cherry grapevine prickly ash alder and shewmake some good oak
barren land black river runs a west course and some places is very
tributaries
ries
exceedingly deep the water black but pure her tributa
raped others excedingly
clere as crystel this is the greatest water privilege 1I ever saw the rive
fall and the dam is at tiie
tile
tlle head of the falls
has the rapidest
the
rap idest kind of a eail
and there is a natchrel
natch rel race cut a round rock that forms the foar bay
at the loer end of which the mill stands from thence there is a race cut
ryart on down to the foot of the rapids there is a small creek empties
byart
in rite opesite the race of the big mil on which there is a small saw and
grist mill turning lathe and gr
grimstone
grinstone
instone this creek is as good and as cold
water as any spring and soft to wash in the big mill runs 2 saws and
there is water pour anuff to run all creation the river being navigable
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for keals at low water we have 2 or 3 acres of good potatoes some
cap bages torri
turnips capbages
tomares
ates pumpkins squashes and are now sowing
cabbages
tomates
torriates
wheat and are like to get in 30 or 40 acres
have bin at carpenter work all the time
tirrie and expect to continue
self we have one boarder I1 have got me a frame
hini
every man lives to hinl
himself
house one story and a half high sixteen feet square with two loos floors
and a petition and a most half sealed I1 work every od moment on my
house 1I live rite by the railroad which runs from the mill to the foot of
the rapids on both sides of which the slabs are piled up as high as a
rail
rodd 2 bents since 1I came and expects
length ried
lengthried
railrodd
lengthned
ned the railroad
house I1 have lengthened
to put 2 more on soon
1I

hezekiah and me are on one lot sires danels and me are the
principle carpenters so far 1I will make room for any of you if you wil
come 1I have lots of house room and I1 can make more in 3 days any
time lumber is plenty timber
limber is no object here brother hawley and bird
are bishop millers council they have taken a schedule of every mans
like a
distrabution brother liman works likea
dikea
property to make a general distribution
ilas ritten an epistel which you wil likely see and
lias
slave as fat as lie is lie has
burthe instruction
you may see a letter from siras danels to turley for furthe
if benj hoseas or uncle jim pace thinks they can go the caper of
conce cration and equalitywewish
ali means
ail
concecration
equality we wish you tocomebyall
by all
consecration
to come byall
meansandbring
and bring
tocome
all the tools you can the law of black river is lie that will not work shal
not eat 1I and siras are a going to build us a shop to work in we live
on joining lots
the 2 saws will cut oatt
ottt 10000 feet in 24 hours we are a going to
eirt
put up
uip
ulp 2 more mills bare are plenty and deer elk and buffalow are to
tip
bish you may think that I1 ex gerate but just ask
fisli
fish
be found and no end to hish
brother geor miller elizabeth sends her respects to uncle jim aunt
loucinda and all the rst of her friends she is well satisfied tel
new berries girl and elizabeth meeks that we would like to see them
newberries
LIS
uis if they are maried tel david and
thern to write to us and tel us
here tel them
eliza and sarali
sarah taylor and joseph that there is a good chance to get
maried here hosea 1I want you to copy of the foregoing together
togeher with
ntry and of the mills and as much doctrinal
the description of this coll
country
coLi
coti
pints as you can get in a letter and direct it to louis kirkpatrick cerce
post white co ack i mediately
some tools the worst way I1 wish you would spare me a
need sorne
smoothening
smooth ning plane if you have 2 as there is not one her we have no
smoothning
match plains nor rasp tools but 1I think you wil come and bring them
for this wil surely be a general place of
ofgethren
gethren
gathren for it is an easy place
81
frorn europe being only 100 miles to green bay 85
from
to get to brorn
I1

most of the saints left the pin
ofjoseph smith
eries at the death ofjoseph
pineries
but the mills were retained and operated during the 1844 45 season
at the end of that season spaulding purchased the mills for a few
lumber
hundred thousand feet of pine lurn
ber a mere trifle according to
george miller 86 A group of pinery saints under lyman wights
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leadership settled temporarily south of lacrosse in 1845 and did
some lumbering for nathan myrick but as indicated earlier their
story is more a part of wights apostasy from mormonism under
brigham young than it is of the pinery experience 87 various
members of the pinery expedition formed such strong attachments
to either wisconsin or to their leaders george miller alpheus
cutler lyman wight that they later severed their ties with the main
body of the church and settled in wisconsin or texas this
eries apostasy was also important
pineries
additional product of the pin
corne as a story lie outside the
outcome
but its overall development and out
limits of this study of how the saints became involved in the pin
eries
pineries
and the kinds of experiences they had there
viewed in retrospect the pinery expedition fulfilled its purposes the lumber needed by the church was harvested at a fraction
of what it would have cost in illinois the pinery saints contributed
of nauvoo and established relatively congenial
upbuilding
up
to the building
relations with residents of wisconsin to be sure there were some
mild confrontations with the indians with indian traders selling
whiskey and with speculators attempting to preempt and sell timber
claims george miller was summoned to court in prairie du chien
in 1843 and 1844 as a codefendant with spaulding in the woods
continuing effort to wrest the mill site at black river falls from
Spaul dings and during 1843 45 the saints control 88 but the
spauldings
saints were gone long before this twenty year lawsuit was finally
laid to rest given all of the above no contemporaneous source
supports the story
stoly of armed conflict in a so called mormon war
which exists most prominently in the folklore of black river falls
81
andjackson
clark counties 89
it is likely a tale that spaulding told
and jackson and dark
oark
and retold in his old age and that others augmented in order to
aggrandize himself and his role in the origin and development of
black river falls that way he could sweeten the sometimes bitter
sharpies
sharpies did
memory of the three seasons when those mormon sharples
him out of so much prime timber that he could have sold at a profit
especially if he could have devised a way to convince hundreds of
people to log and mill and raft for a holy cause with little more to
show for their efforts than the assurance that they were stockholders
in the nauvoo house association or the satisfaction of having tithing
and temple credit in a ledger book in nauvoo
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APPENDIX

this list of names of known pinery workers and their families was
compiled from various sources including a manuscript history of the
nauvoo temple by earl arrington
An ington in the LDS church archives and
in the arrington papers archives and manuscripts harold B lee
library records compiled by the jackson county historical society
in black river falls wisconsin the peter haws pinery account
books in the LDS church archives the historical record and
various other manuscript sources the list is not complete and the
spelling of some of the names is uncertain it has not yet been
possible to determine with any precision the period each person
pin eries
worked in the pineries
adams henry
adams john
allaby john
alien
allen
ailen 0 M
allred preserved
alred
aired riley
anderson blakely
avery mr
baly amos
bird charles
bird george
bird phineas R
black james M
brown james
brown william
cankins
bankins truman W
Cankins
carter matilda
chase ezra
chase george W
child mrs N
child nathaniel
childs miss
clarks bohan
clayton david
clyde george W
cockings numan H
coltrin P
conover peter W
coray george
aulett
culett sylvester
cunningham elijah H
curtis eliza
curtis marcham
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curtis mitchell
curtis stephen
curtis william
cutler alpheus
cutter william S
dale timothy
daniels cyrus
davis david
davis mr

dunlap
joseph
dunlapjoseph
jabez
durfeejabez
durfee
egbert robert
evans horace
evens milo
everett everts
fife john
M
flack JJM
flack james M
flemm B
follet william A
franklin william
gaylord mr
gaylord mrs
gibbs D S
goodale
gooda ie joseph D
goodelle joseph
hawley grover
hawley pierce
haws alpheus
haws peter
head william

heath R F
hicks robert T
higbee E
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hoffman

houston james
hufman andrew
hulett sylvester
jenkins ralph
jenkins samuel
jenkins thomas
jenkins william johnson
jones david
jones M A
kite john
lake elisha
larkins luman H
lent henry H
lewis james
lewis tarleton
menelds
menelis
mikesell mrs H
mikesell hiram W
miles ira T
miller alma
miller elizabeth
miller mrs elmire
eimire P
miller george
miller henry william
miller john
miller joshua
miller lucy
miller mary
miller mrs mary catherine
miller rosina minerva
miller ruth ann
miller william henry

monroe david
monsees
monseer
Mon seer abraham
moor esther A
more ethen A
morris jacob
names john

oaks reuben
olmstead asa
outhouse john
outhouse joseph
owens horace B
pawkett octavus
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pern albert
pew albert
pew alfred
plumb aaron
potter martin
ralph lanthus

ralph
james
ralphjames
Ralp
raiphjames

rockwell horace
rogers noah
noall
rogers prussel
rogers russell
shotwell james
sloan albert
smith anna C
smith moses
smith spencer
southwick noah
spaldin david
sprague harry
standing john
standingjohn
steward A F
steward L L
stewart R R
stuard bard
stuart franklin
taylor john
teasdale joseph A
thompson henry
thorn richard jr
umstead asa olmsted
walker hugh
wight anna christina
wight mrs harriet
wight laomi lemhi
leahi
wight levi lamoni
wight lyman
wight lyman lehi
wight matilda darter
wight orange lysander
wilcox S A silas
willings edwin
willson henry H
wilson hardin
woodworth lucian
young john
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NOTES

joseph smith jr the Ihistory

of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1956 3375
hereafter cited as HC
2
incon
information
nation of the state of illinois and the
this figure is based on census infon
aljoseph smiths personal estimate in injanuary
asjoseph
1843
1845
churche as well as joseph
43 as cited and
churchs
january 18
developed in susan easton black new insights replace old traditions membertiie
tile
tlle nauvoo
ship of the church in nauvoo 1839 1846 paper delivered at the
symposium provo utah 1989
3dailymissouri republican october 21846 cited in cecil mcgavin nauvoo
3dailymissourirepublican
the beautiful salt lake city bookcraft 1946 255 56
41
millennial star cited in robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the
bann
urbana
bana university of illinois press 1965 74 75
mississippi Vr
5 5mcgavin
mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful 43 see also MSS 1374 archives and
manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah for
original ann pitchforth letter of april 23 1845
gan
an indication of the scarcity of
fence rails as well as lumber can be seen in
offence
offense
the five cases of wood and timber theft that were tried before the nauvoo high
council between april 1840 and july 1841 theodore turley was convicted for
taking the lumber from the boat without
witholit leave nauvoo high council minutes
archives division church historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives april 12
may 2 andaugust
and july 41841 see alsojoseph
also joseph smith
and august 81840 and february 6 andjuly
184 1 in which he states that lumber had
to edward hunter nauvoo december 21
211841
to be brought twenty miles and that many more new buildings would have
4481 82
HC
arisen if brick and lumber could have been obtained dac
hc4481
dhc
hobertf
lumbering in wisconsin 1830in pine thestoiy
7bestoyy of oflunibering
ober
tFF fries empire
empireinpine
robert
obertf
1900 madison state historical society of wisconsin 1951 5
8
flanders nauvoo 50 51
9
fries empire in pine 8
10
fries empire in pine 22 see also n 12 below
11
tiie only source I1 have found to hold that the
tile
the
flanders nauvoo 152 55 is tlle
surplus lumber was intended for sale to individuals in the nauvoo trade compare
the strong negative reaction of george miller and lyman wight in 1843 and the
spring of 1844 over the diversion of lumber to private construction HC 6255 60
benu islander comp
benn
Nort
and correspondence of bishop george miller with the norr
northern
bern
1916 june 27 1855 15 hereafter cited as
wingfield watson burlington wis 19161
benn islander
tiie Nort
tile
the
bern
miller correspondence originally contributed to tlle
nortbern
northern
august 9 october 18
1855 if private use of lumber was part of the original plan
181855
apparently miller and wight were not so informed but in a seeming paradox they
used milled lumber in the pineries
pin eries to build private dwellings admittedly they took
log cabins probably would
this action in part to keep from freezing to death but logcabins
109
ailen stouts description of two story framed lumber dwellings
allen
have been warmer alien
suggests plans for a permanent settlement and a free enterprise attitude at least
partially incongruous with millers and wights status as building missionaries for
stout july 25 september 10 and 13
1843
ailen stout letters to hosea stoutjuly
allen
alien
the temple alien
131843
in hosea stout diary supplement typescript morm2701st76v5
morm2701st76n5 special
collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter
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cited as ailen
allen
alien stout letters stouts references to framed lumber dwellings are in the
september 10 letter
these figures are based upon a conglomeration of sources including diaries
letters and various church publications at best the figure is an educated guess
estimates from Al jenkins carpenter utah timber and coal co and steve
of provo utah
soderquist carpenter both ofprovo
according to several early sources there is general agreement on the existence of the following thirteen mills during the time period the saints were in the
pineries
pin eries many others are not listed here because their existence was not certain
their location is not known their date of establishment is not clear or they lasted
only a short time such as those built by joseph rolette james lockwood and
colonel john shaw in 1818 1822 and 1819 respectively and burned by indians
dates
within a year all datesare
are drawn from hotchkiss 445 see below and amos
datesare
elliott to ellis usher see below or from the diary of george miller in H W mills
de tal palo tal astilla in annual publications vol 10 historical society of
hereafter cited as Miller
southern california 1917 hereaftercited
millerdiary
southemcalifomia
Diary and records ofthe circuit
court crawford county court house prairie du chien wisconsin various cases
as noted later the mills are listed as they appear going up the black starting from
its confluence with the mississippi at la crosse
1

william and thomas douglas twentyfive
twenty five or thirty miles upstream on the
west side

2

jonathan and hudson nichols twelve miles below the falls on the west
side on nichols creek also called roaring creek 1840 the nichols
may have been former employees of spaulding or the woods brothers
they established the mill on roaring creek in partnership with horatio
curts and george crane of warren county illinois the church purchased half interest in this mill in september 1841 from a ajohn
john curts and
michael crane relationship to former partners of same surname
unknown and worked it in partnership with jonathan nichols during
1841 and 1842 they traded their half interest in this mill to jacob
spaulding in december 1842
andrew shepard and john valentine three miles below the falls 1841

3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10

james oneil just above shepard and valentine on the east bank
jacob spaulding at the falls two mills 1840 and 1841 ownership contested by andrew and robert S wood until 1861 spaulding sold his
interest in these mills to the church in december 1842 and bought them
back in late 1845
george miller and company at the fallsjanuary
falls january 1843 they completed this
mill which had been started by someone else probably spaulding or the
woods brothers and sold it to spaulding in late 1845

john levy on levys creek just above the falls 1845
thomas and peter hall on halls creek 1842
Morri
1845
sons creek 18450
john morrison on morrisons
morrisonn
myrick and miller on the west fork of the black a mile above the fork
itself 1846
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1845
creek 18450
james oneil oneil creek perry creek 1839 40

H mccollins cunningham

see nathan myrick reminiscences written in a ietter
letter to F A copeland january 28
letterio
letterto
V hotchkiss history of the lumber and
1892 msf902l14my SHSW george W
forest industry of the northwest chicago george W hotchkiss 1898 minnie
jones taylor history of black river falls to 1940 typescript river falls sc82 6
and amos elliott to ellis usher may 1913 msf902b62e1
msf902b62ei all of these sources are
located in the division of archives and manuscripts state historical society of
wisconsin madison hereafter cited as SHSW for the locations of the mormon mills
and camps see the map accompanying this article
15
records of the circuit court crawford county court house prairie du chien
wisconsin case Ssig16 the details of the witter v spaulding case in hancock
county discussed in this and the following paragraph are taken from depositions
found in this case file hereafter cited as circuit court records photocopies of the
pineries
circuit court records consulted for this article are available in the wisconsin Pineries
manuscript collection MSS 1602 archives and manuscripts harold B lee library
brigham young university the originals are housed in the SHSW
16
Spaul dings second trial his attorney claimed that the plaintiffs failed to
at spauldings
provide a house for spaulding and an 18 cents a day tool allowance as promised
ile was justified in not
in the september 1838 revised contract and therefore lie
he
keeping his end of the bargain he also charged that the court lacked jurisdiction
since the agreement was made in adams county the site of the mill is not given
Var saw where witter had an operating steam mill
although the context suggests warsaw
in the fall of 1839 see 7c4470
Iic4470 71
17
the details of the woods spaulding partnership and legal suits are drawn
primarily from circuit court records cases s29 and w64 MSS 1602
circuit court records the 1848 depositions in case s29 and george gale
mormons settled in injackson
jackson county black river falls bannerjournal
when the cormons
banner journal
june 21 1939 both in MSS 1602
19 19circuit
circuit court records cases w17 s24 wig
wlk and w56 MSS 1602 these
w16
wl6
rafts are sufficient evidence to invalidate the loose claims made by some that the
latter day saints pioneered rafting on the black river at least not if pioneered
means they were the first to use rafts to move logs and lumber to market the saints
clearly were members of the pioneering generation of rafters on the black but they
were not the first see fries empire in pine 55 and malcolm J rohrbough the
trans
appalachian frontier people societies andinstitutions
transappalachian
aud institutions 1775 1850 new
and
york oxford university press 1978 339 40 john shaw also crafted
rafted lumber on the
see john shaw manuscript biography wismssm p 4 SHSW see
neejohn
black in 1820 seejohn
also a primary source for this biography col john shaw shaws narrative in
collections odthe
of the state historical society of wisconsin ed lyman copeland draper
vol 2 madison wis 1903 197 232 hereafter cited as john shaw biography
20
fries empire in pine 11
11
21
circuit court records cases w64 and c23 MSS 1602 for example in the
tenn spaulding was sued for failure to pay a 679 bill for provisions
october 1841 term
ile had purchased in quincy illinois prior to leaving on his first
lle
he
and equipment lie
trip to the pineries
pin eries
fries empire in pine 13 16
23 peter
13peter
L scanlan papers platteville MSS D box 7 folder 5 shswjohn
SHSW john shaw
biography and taylor history of black river falls to 1940 6 see also n 14
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21
24

see
seenn

21

21taylor history of black river falls to 1940
taylor

14
22

inpine
and fries empire ingine

17 18

1 I have found no record of how many people left nauvoo in september the
in june andjuly
and july lists forty one people
wisconsin territorial census of 1842 taken injune
injure
head jonathan nichols accounted for eight white males
at roaring creek family headjonathan
and one white female the nauvoo party listing N childs as their family head and
specifically listing cutler haws and miller as members accounted for thirty white
males and two white females
27
27a
A list of names of some of the people who went to the pineries
pin eries is in the
appendix to this article
28
1I for the haws account books see LDS church archives msd7816
c4989lc and c4743 from an analysis of the haws accounts one could almost
make a case that the pineries
pin eries settlement was a company town with the company
or firm being the combined committees tile
pineries
eries community as
tlle nature of the pin
the
mormon communitarianism
a type of monnon
comm unitarianism is a topic for a separate essay for information
communitarianisill
the american west
on company towns seejames
ailen the company town in tbeamerican
alten
alien
see james B allen
deejames
norman university of oklahoma press 1966
29see
joseph holbrook 1806 1871 typescript 1942 56 59 mor
seethe
the life ofofjoseph
m2701h694 special collections harold B lee library
30
I see bill of sundrey sic articles rec by br mikesell & wife in pine cuntry
auntry
sic newel K whitney papers box 6 folder 56 vault MSS 76 archives and
sid
manuscripts harold B lee library hereafter cited as whitney papers
31
11
for example stephen mack owned part interest in a sawmill at rochester
stoj
Hi
history
stoi ofjosepb
histoiy
histoi
lucy mack smith histon
of joseph smith ed preston nibley salt lake city
1954 23 25 josiah stowell operated sawmills on the susquehanna
bookcraft 19541
colesville
tiie
larry porter tlle
river and employed joseph smith lany
tile
the Co
lesville branch and the
BYU Studies 10 spring 19701367
coming forth of the book of mormon byustudies
1970 367 69 and
frederick G williams worked his fathers sawmills in the cleveland area the
lills decarne
sawmills
williams farm and sawn
becarne a stronghold for the church in kirtland
became
frederick G williams frederick granger williams of the first presidency of the
BYU Studies 12 spring 19721
1972 243 61 contrast to flanders nauvoo 183
church byustudies
who maintains the saints had but small knowledge of lumbering
32
11
biography of henry W miller typescript in possession of dean K
fuhriman a descendant of provo utah
33 see
daniel whitney land records green bay MSS 9 SHSW and compare
1 14 5 B H roberts A co
n ivi ebensive
neb ofjesus
ry of the ch
comprehensive
ureb
eben sive histo
history
7771145
HC
fist of
rist
church
of jesus cb
christof
latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930 1242 and
edward W tullidge the women of aformondoin
mormondom new york tullidge and
crandall 1877 34 35
adries
afries
fries empire in pine 12 14 and john plumbe diary SHSW plumbe was
a sometime lum
lumberman
bennan and raft scavenger in Sini
pee wisconsin near dubuque
sinipee
sinivee
iowa who recorded the following in his diary for march 12 1839 this pm
1I walked down to burns cabin to borrow a peoria paper containing an account
of pine land in wisconsin
31
35
see this agreement dated august 11 1840 labeled copy of articles of
agreement mill in newel K whitney papers box 5 folder 24
6
myrick reminiscences 7
37
curtss being a mormon is the suit crane and
additional evidence against curtas
he filed against the saints in prairie du chien may 1844
26
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w miller

une 26 1855 8 9
correspondence june
39
is agreement and a copy of the notes see circuit court
this
for the details of th

records case C 12 MSS 1602
40
1I miller diary decembers
december8
41

1842 99

HC 5169 70
hc5169
the 1842 raft was about 90000 feet of lumber and 24000 feet
7othe
bothe

of timber the result of a winter and summer of work and covered an acre
nauvoo
voo 156 compare the may 1 1843 raft of 50000 feet
AIau
according to flanders ainu
harvested and milled in less than four months
11
42
miller correspondence june
une 26 1855 9
43
43miller
ne 2618559 this comment seems an exaggeramillercorrespondence
Miller
june
correspondenceju
Correspondence ju
tion in light of the october 1842 raft
ig16 MSS 1602
circuit court records case Sssla
sl6
45
5millerdiary
miller diary october 13 25184292 93 apparently millers wife was with
him at prairie du chien see also circuit court records case sig
sla
s16
sl6 MSS 1602 the
suit in witters behalf was presented by A brunson attorney and at one time
dings attorney
Spaul
attomey of prairie du chien spaulding moved to quash the writ of
spauldings
attachment on his mills on the grounds that the affidavit was insufficient the writ
was insufficient and void and the service was insufficient irregular and void also
presented was an affidavit from H G sherwood who held the power of attorney
withh miller stating that spaulding had property on black river
from witter jointly wit
and that it ought to be attached for the debt see also miller correspondence
ile
lle
he describes reaching an agreement with spaulding
june 26 1855 10 in which lie
16
16miller
miller di
ary november 21 1842 96
diary
47
47millerdiary
100
miller diary december 191842
191842100
loo tlle
tiie phrase as before agreed upon
tile
the
is an obvious reference to the oral agreement reached in prairie du chien a few
weeks earlier
48
1I miller diary january 1 13 1843 102 3
49
see circuit court records case s29 MSS 1602
49see
51
50
jacob spaulding WPA biography file wismssmm p 3 SHSW
compare to HC
5512 where miller says 12000
7c5512
hc5512
51
11
miller correspondence june 27 1855 18 19 the timberland had been
ceded to the US government by treaty in 1838
51
52
cil
chapters
apters entitled failure of the land laws the
fries empire in pine cli
land problem and vanguard of conquest
53
14 see
monnon
mon
millercorrespondence june 271855
non attitude see miller
27185514
for the mormon
correspondence
1843 wherein stout refers to the pin
also ailen
eries as
101843
pineries
allen
alien stout letters september 10
a place of general gethren
gathren the presence ofwomen and children the construction
of framed two story dwellings and the planting of crops all confirm that the saints
planned to stay awhile rather than just quickly rape the woods for available timber
and then leave
54
54fries
fries empire in pine 187
55
11
miller con
correspondence june 26 1855 12 13 see also autobiography of
respondence
espondence
hannibal lugg parkside sc11 7 SHSW and historical atlas of wisconsin
1878 18
milwaukee wis snyder and van vechten 187818
56
56miller
milter
miller correspondence june 26 1855 11
17
57
miller correspondence june 26 1855 11
58
58myrick
mynick reminiscences 16
myrick
59
19the
the life of elmira pond miller an autobiography written in 1890
typescript copy in possession of descendant dean K fuhriman of provo utah
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60

autobiography of allen
zilen joseph stout copied by special collections
ailen
alien
harold B lee library 1954 MOR m270m82v1717
m270m82v17 17 18
61
autobiography of allenjosepb
alien joseph stout 17
alten
62 see peter
haws financial account book 1841
1841 and day book msd7816
LDS church archives
63
63allen
ailen
allen
alien stout letters september 13 1843
64the
the term railroad apparently refers to some sort of track trough or frame
for feeding the logs to the saw or for getting logs or sleds loaded with logs to the
mill if the latter such a track railroad could have been constructed of packed
snow and ice as in later years
65
miller diary january 3 6 21 23 and february 2 1843 102 5
66 66hotchkiss
hotchkiss history ofthe
odthe
oftbe lumber and forest industry 445 amos elliott to
ellis usher and fries empire in pine 38 60 61
67
67fries
fries empire in pine 61
miller espondence
6millercon
correspondence june 26185513 in 1848 a mill capable of cutting
respondence
from nine to twenty thousand board feeta
feet a day was considered a large establishbeeta
ment fries empire in pine 122
69
fries empire in pine 29
70 HC
5512
71
miller diary january 24 1843 104
72
71the
the life of joseph holbrook 63
13
73
fries empire in pine 44
74
74whitney
whitney papers box 1 folder 29 the letter is badly deteriorated the mans
name appears to be weston if so westons
westons rapids on the black river may have
been named by or for him
71 miller
yune
june 27
millercorrespondence
15 and HC 6255 60
185515
271855
correspondence
76
fries empire in pine 56
77
fries empire in pine 65
78
fries empire in pine 16
79
HC 6257
79hc6257
9 OMiller
miller diary december 13 1842
81
authorization to pay george miller to joseph smith whitney papers
box 3 folder 17
82
11
miller correspondence june 27 1855 14 and HC 6230
83
alten
Alien joseph stout 17
autobiography ofallenjosepb
of
ofalien
ofalian
84
1hH H smith the lyman wight colony in texas 1846 1858 typescript
ah
62 in MSS 1602 see also a related typescript in lyman wight mormon colonies
in texas 1845 1858 MSS SC 162 folder 2 archives and manuscripts harold B
lee library
85
ailen
alien
alien
allen
ailen stout letters september 10 1843
miller correspondence june 28
1855 23
281855
87
infonnation on the group of people who followed lyman wight see
for information
mormons
monnons
Mon
Mor
mons
nons in texas the ill fated lyman wight colony 1844 1858
davis bitton mormans
arizona and the west 11 spring 1969 5 26
see circuit court records case s29 MSS 1602
mormons settled in
see especially judge galess
baless account when the cormons
jackson county which is the most exaggerated see also hotchkiss history oftle
the
of rhe
oftbe
lumber andforestindustry 445 contrast these with the cooperative spirit reflected
lumberandforestindustry
in george millers diary
152

113

119
819
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